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Central cities are back
Throughout the world – Europe, N America, Asia, Latin America, Australia
Pre-eminent role

Central cities matter! What’s special?
1.

Concentration of economic activity


2.

Diversity of activity


3.

Mixed uses, synergies, new combinations, adaptation, innovation districts

Openness & outward-looking atmosphere/culture


4.

Scale, density, high order, non-routine, human interaction, value creation

Spontaneity, edginess, risk-taking, creativity

Symbolic assets & prestige


Heritage, government HQ, universities, museums, amenities

5.

Regional connectivity – access to a deep labour pool

6.

Dense surrounding residential districts

Powerful and adaptable ‘ecosystem’ &
dynamic property market


But not self-managing – downside to density



Negative externalities: Congestion, pollution, public safety, public realm



Cauldrons of competing interests and social pressures



Pressure on the environment & infrastructure



Physical obsolescence, property upgrading, conversion, redevelopment, infrastructure
maintenance & replacement



Downsides of success: gentrification & inclusion/affordability



Economic cycles and structural changes



Needs effective institutions and practices/behaviours

South Africa’s experience – 1994-2019

Johannesburg, Cape Town, Pretoria, Durban
1. Decline > recovery (bounce-back) or transformation (bounce forward to new)
2. State-led or market-led?
METHODS


Property market data – vacancies, net investment, capital values



Literature review



Internet search & media reports



33 extended interviews – developers & officials



Internal reports, municipal plans



Personal observation

South Africa’s experience
1.

Highly ordered, well connected, day-time, wealthy („colonial‟) central cities

2.

Surrounded by dense residential districts (black and white)

3.

Forced removals hence socially-exclusive rather than diverse



‘Shock’ 1980s-1990s - breakdown of apartheid regime & rapid transition

1.

Demographic – people flocked to CBDs, hawking, hustlers, minibus taxis

2.

Local government transition, no bylaw enforcement, political priorities elsewhere,
poor service delivery, infrastructure collapse, health and safety decline

3.

Exodus of white residents and businesses to the suburbs

4.

Derelict buildings, invaded by squatters, hijacked by slumlords, physical blight

South Africa’s experience


Biggest shock in Johannesburg CBD

1.

Competition from Sandton etc, 3 muni sub-structures for CBD, financial collapse
of CoJ, priorities elsewhere, parking restrictions, sectional title problems, no
accountability, spread of illegal and unauthorised activities, widespread
abandonment and capital flight – creates opportunities for adaptive reuse!

2.

Belated response c.2001 – JDA, CID, niche developers & professionals



Cape Town – different morphology, demographics, CCT & property owners
anticipate decline & set up SPV – CT Partnership & CCID – strong place
attachment but defensive agenda, strong regulation



Pretoria’s decline delayed by government stabiliser as tenants (failed CID)



Durban also takes early (localised) action (failed CID)
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Key messages
1.

2.

Some recovery in tangibles – e.g. vacancies, investment and values


And improvement in intangibles – confidence



BUT fragile, partial and patchy

Extent of rebound is dwarfed by outlying nodes


Most CBDs are losing or have lost their pre-eminent position



A problem for access to jobs from the townships

3.

Recovery onto a different path – more socially-diverse, + broader functions

4.

Continuity in built form - refurb and conversions rather than demolition & new build

5.

And extremely uneven between the cities

(leisure, entertainment, retail, post-school education) underpinned by residential
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Joburg – risk appetite


“Major developers wouldn‟t touch the central city early on. It was
considered madness. Now it is astute”



“you had to be brave to get involved in the inner city at that time.
People thought we were mad. It was perceived as a no-go area.
People were practically giving away their properties and you could
buy them very cheaply. We also got some funding from the NHFC”



“I could buy a gutted building for R1 million at that time, now it would
cost me R42 million”



“In the beginning there were only three or four of us. Now there are
about 100 developers in the CBD”

Cape Town – stability, insular?


“The CBD went through a wobble”



“Cape Town is very difficult to penetrate. It is a closed old boy‟s network”



“You have got to know the place to make good deals here”



“In Cape Town people sit on their buildings rather than sell quickly. This protects prices
because of the scarcity of product. Business is much faster in Johannesburg”



“retrofitting costs you less than new building, but you don‟t get the same interest in
tarted-up old buildings”



“What keeps Cape Town from going the way of other central cities is that it is a tourism
destination. There is also an education sector, the legal fraternity and government
departments have offices here. The World Cup played a role and the ICC. Cape Town is
a destination. The fundamentals are sound. It is not about fad development”

Cape Town – pro-active?


“The Cape Partnership is not doing enough. Their powers are more ceremonial”



“this kind of institutional arrangement allows for a certain amount of experimentation.
Government needs space to experiment because of its legal constraints. Smaller and more
flexible organisations can persuade, argue and advocate. Of course, they can‟t force
compliance and are only as strong as their weakest partner”



“There is no emphasis on proactive redevelopment. The City is extremely uncooperative”



“There has been no big drive on development in Cape Town. It has been more opportunistic.
Heritage protection can be an absolute nightmare. Sometimes you are forced to maintain
the ridiculous façade of a building. Height restrictions are another major drawback. Planning
approval can be a real stumbling block, such as car parking requirements for residential
conversions. We have had some huge fights with the City. There are some Mother Grundys
who can make development difficult”

Cape Town - bureaucracy


“No one takes risks any more. People stick to their knitting. If you are a middle
level manager, you can‟t be creative in the City. Getting a qualified audit is
the kiss of death. Before you do anything out of the ordinary, you check with
the legal department. Their interpretation is narrow and when it is a hot case
they send it for an external legal opinion which is even narrower and more
cautious. This means that a developmental perspective is lost. It freezes any
innovation or experimentation, and it outlaws failure. You need to fail
sometimes”

Cape Town – attitudes to transformation
“get rid of undesirables on your streets. Take the riff-raff away. … You can‟t have low income housing
next to upmarket” “having poor people in the CBD is a double-edged sword”
“Cape Town is not sufficiently transformed. There is too much focus on the elite. The city is full of
NIMBYs who talk liberal but don‟t do anything. I think there are big taxpayers who act as lobby groups
that keep the city from being integrated. The general Cape Town attitude to development is a real
problem. We would do affordable housing if there was some kind of incentive to do it in the inner city.
The municipality should identify definite areas to promote residential integration and then incentivise
affordable housing”

“If the City allowed taller buildings, the CBD could be transformed and modernised. We are stuck
with an old attitude that won‟t allow this, but it could help pay for social housing. You could have
upmarket tenants on some floors and social housing on others. This is the trend in other countries. Let
us work together to become fully integrated. Mixed income works. It would be much better than
building houses out in Khayelitsha. … People who say it (integration) will never work are saying so
because they have never tried. A good developer takes on a problem and then finds the solution.
Financial outcomes will come because you create a new market”

Pretoria


“businesses are still moving out and we actively grab them to fill our buildings. They don‟t
want to be in the inner city with all its congestion and crime. The municipal roads
department can‟t even agree on the direction and configuration of traffic flows. Suburban
development is much simpler. We can do a whole precinct and control everything much
more easily”



“Pretoria lacks investor confidence. Property is a very visual thing. Guys that buy in the listed
sector want trophy buildings. If you put them on a coach and take them through the CBD,
they are horrified. They want conventional shopping centres and high end offices. Pretoria‟s
challenge is how to change these perceptions. Investors need viable opportunities”



“the municipality is more of a hindrance than a help. There is too much talk and senior staff
are recruited for their political affiliation, not their competence at getting things done”



“They hire consultants but then nothing happens afterwards”

Durban


“Crime, corruption (and) a lack of initiative by the City Council … There are dark thunder clouds
over Durban‟s CBD” (2000) “The City‟s attitude has been laissez-faire, despite the rapid decay”



“The section of the CBD that you enter is very derelict. There are problems with crime and grime.
… I think the CBD is at its worst now. Many developers see it as a ghost town”



“the inner city is still getting over the slum years. There are still no-go areas with vagrancy, drugs,
drinking and homelessness … No high end investor has confidence yet in the economics of the
inner city”



“There are some inner city sites that are suitable for affordable housing, but the focus is not there
within the municipality … In fact, there are massive amounts of infrastructure, land and buildings
that are underutilised. No-one is responsible for creating long-term benefit with existing municipal
assets. Real estate just keeps a register. Nobody is looking at the potential value of that land”



“The city isn‟t being regenerated. nothing‟s happening. It‟s all talk. The City is failing to tackle the
growing number of hijacked buildings because nobody wants to take responsibility”

Extent of recovery

Johannesburg

Cape Town

Pretoria

Durban

Large scale,
steep decline
followed by fairly
strong revival,
but greatly
outweighed by
outlying nodes

Shallow decline
followed by strong
upturn, on a par
with outlying
nodes

Steady decline
followed by fairly
weak revival.
Greatly
outweighed by
outlying nodes
(Menlyn Maine)

Steady decline
followed by
weak revival.
Greatly
outweighed by
outlying nodes
(Umhlanga)

Nature of the recovery
Johannesburg

Cape Town

Pretoria

Durban

Ongoing
reinvention and
transformation
through affordable
housing and
emergent
urbanism (24/7)

Simple rebound
except for more
diverse leisure
and
entertainment
activities

Some
reinvention
through
affordable
housing and
related activities

Chequered
recovery without
a consistent
pattern or
character

Causes of the recovery
Johannesburg

Cape Town

Pretoria

Durban

Disjointed mix of
public actions
and pioneering
private
developers (weak
regulation,
market-led?)

Somewhat
better aligned
combination of
public and
private sector
efforts (strong
regulation)

Poorly aligned
public and
private sector
initiatives

Serious tensions
and mistrust
between public
and private
sectors

Pros and cons of the recovery

Johannesburg

Cape Town

Pretoria

Durban

Relatively inclusive
and innovative,
but economic
aspects (jobs)
lagging behind

Economically
strong but
socially
exclusive

Relatively
inclusive, but
economic
aspects (jobs)
are scarce

Weak revival is
vulnerable to
further setbacks

Role of city governments
1.

Convene key stakeholders (eg CT Partnership)

2.

Precinct management & upgrades (eg CCID; JhB; Dbn Warwick Jct)

3.

Catalytic projects in target areas (eg JDA; PTA- gov; Dbn ICC, Point)

4.

Social (rental) housing (Joburg HCo); Bad buildings (CoJ, Dbn)

5.

Stable environment for investment with reasonable rules and efficient
procedures (for responsiveness & adaptability) (ltd success)

6.

Coordinate depts, SOEs, provincial & national depts. (ltd success – eg
under-used public land and national housing policy)

7.

Consistent area focus, vision, capacity, land assembly, bulk
infrastructure, social housing (ltd success)

Role of private sector
1.

Pioneering small and medium developers & financiers (CBD potential for
new social preferences/lifestyles – affordable rental + entertainment) Have
shifted perceptions of the inner city & broadened its appeal.

2.

Mobilised new resources and technical capabilities (energy, fresh ideas,
intuition, experimentation, determination, not purely commercial)

3.

Larger private companies have amplified and extended these initiatives
(55,000, but scope for much more)

4.

Precinct approach pervasive

A final thought …


Do we need ‘real’ partnerships that do deals and
share risks and rewards, break down barriers,
overcome suspicions, build understanding and trust,
negotiate compromises and concessions

